VGE Programming Additional Transmitters
The programming instructions below will work with most VISION / VGE
alarm, immobiliser, central locking systems, EXCLUDING the following models.
C101, C201, SS2950, SS850, CL1000, CL1100, CL1500, CL1600, CL2000,
AB960, TP360R, TP370R, VAE 318-2600, VAE 318-2700.
Please contact VGE if you have any questions relating to programming remotes to our systems.

A. With at least one functioning transmitter
1. Arm the system and then disarm.
2. Within 20 seconds of disarming turn the ignition key “OFF” -“ON” - “OFF” 20 times,
or more until the indicators start flashing automatically leaving the key in the “OFF” position.
3. The vehicle indicators will flash ON – OFF 20 times to indicate correct procedure entry.
4. After the 20th flash of the indicators, press each transmitter that you wish to program, when the
system learns the transmitter, it will chirp the siren once and flash the vehicle indicators once.
Maximum of 3 transmitters can be programmed on selected models
NOTE: You will also be required to press the previous working transmitter as well.
5. Once finished programming, turn the ignition key back to the “ON” position to exit from this mode.

B. With NO functioning transmitter

(Selected models)

1. Disconnect power to the alarm module either by removing the 15 Amp fuse or the
negative battery terminal.
NOTE: If the vehicle has a security coded radio, then once the battery terminal is removed
the code will need to be reprogrammed back into the radio
2. Wait 15 seconds then reconnect power.
3. If no response is given from the alarm module after powering up then the alarm has powered
up in the disarm state.
When in this mode continue with steps above A. Step 2 onwards.
4. If the system powers up in the armed state, then it will start triggering, in this mode you will need
to MANUALLY OVERIDE the system by turning the ignition key from “OFF” -“ON” - “OFF”
10 times within 15 seconds. Once the system disarms then proceed with the 20 turns of the
ignition as previously mentioned above A. Step 2 onwards.
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